
LandVision is  
Southern California 
Edison’s Single Source  
of Truth

Accurate Property Data for Streamlined Workflows
Southern California Edison (SCE) is the primary electricity supply company for much of 
Southern California. GIS Analyst H. Steve Eimer, uses LandVision within the geospatial 
analysis group for acquisitions, Right of Way, government lands and title.

“LandVision has been our single source of truth (SSOT) since 2008. Other solicitors 
reached out, but they couldn’t compete with LandVision. We had one of the biggest 
projects in the company’s history at the time, but there was too much data floating 

around. We chose LandVision to narrow it down. It’s been adding value and has 
been our SSOT since then.”

“Verifying ownership and property boundaries is key for the problems we are 
solving. For example, LandVision allows us to quickly identify and then send 

mailing lists to landowners where we will be doing work. We can also easily export 
shapefiles and bring them into projects for base mapping.”

Customization to Meet Specific Data Requirements
Digital Map Products customer-centric approach ensures the platform evolves 
alongside SCE’s needs.

“Customer support works closely with our group. We’ve made specific requests and 
they always work with us to make extracts available and data usable for GIS format. 
We’ve always been able to extract parcels, create buffers, import data, and extract 

shapefiles into our mapping and analysis.”

“LandVision’s flexibility allows the technology to work for our needs, making it a 
solid solution for us. Digital Map Products’ willingness to work with us and address 

our needs has made a big difference for us as a company and the work we do.”

Southern California Edison needed 
a reliable GIS platform to streamline 
massive amounts of property data

LandVision helps Southern California 
Edison aggregate and analyze huge 
amounts of data

• Property Information: Instant access 
to accurate ownership information and 
property boundaries

• Import data: Easy to import internal 
data for mapping and analysis

• Customization: Unlimited customer 
support to ensure data aligns with 
requirement
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Digital Map Products serves over 1,000 business and government customers by applying location 
technology and data to help them make better, faster decisions.

To see our location data solutions for utility companies, visit digmap.com/energy
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